
MILAN/FRANKFURT: Flying robots that can
travel dozens of kilometers without stopping could
be the next big thing for power companies. Utilities
in Europe are looking to long-distance drones to
scour thousands of miles of grids for damage and
leaks in an attempt to avoid network failures that
cost them billions of dollars a year. However the
technology faces major safety and regulatory hur-
dles that are clouding its future in the sector.

Snam and EDF’s network subsidiary RTE have
tested prototypes of long-distance drones that fly
at low altitudes over pipelines and power lines.
Italy’s Snam, Europe’s biggest gas utility, said it is
trialing one of these machines - known as BVLOS
drones because they fly ‘beyond the visual line of
sight’ of operators - in the Apennine hills around
Genoa. It hopes to have it scouting a 20 km stretch
of pipeline soon.

France’s RTE has also tested a long-distance
drone, which flew about 50 km inspecting trans-
mission lines and sent back data that allowed tech-
nicians to virtually model a section of the grid. The
company said it would invest 4.8 million euros on
drone technology over the next two years. At pres-
ent, power companies largely use helicopters
equipped with cameras to inspect their networks.
They have also recently started occasionally using
more basic drones that stay within sight of con-
trollers and have a range of only about 500 meters.

However an industry-wide shift towards renew-
able energy, and the need to monitor the myriad
extra connections needed to link solar and wind
parks to grids, is forcing utilities to look at the
advanced technology. “It’s a real game changer,”
Michal Mazur, partner at consultancy PwC, said of
drones. “They’re 100 times faster than manual
measurement, more accurate than helicopters and,
with AI devices on board, could soon be able to fix
problems.” In-sight drones cost around 20,000
euros each and BVLOS ones will cost significantly
more, according to executives at tech companies

that make the machines for utilities, and a fleet of
dozens if not hundreds would be needed to monitor
a network. Power grid companies are expected to
spend over $13 billion a year on drones and robot-
ics by 2026 globally, from about $2 billion now,
according to Navigant Research. But that is still
dwarfed by the amount of money the sector loses
every year because of network failures and forced
shutdowns - about $170 billion, according to PwC.

Regulatory risks
The growing demand from utilities is coming at

a time of swift technological advances in civilian
long-distance drones.  The prototypes, which are
about a meter long and wide, not only have aircraft
systems but can avoid obstacles, detect other fly-
ing objects - from helicopters to hang gliders -
while mapping grids with thermal and infrared sen-
sors. However the future of these flying robots in
the utility sector hinges on regulation.

BVLOS drone flights are largely prohibited
because of safety concerns. However over the past
year European watchdogs have for the first time
granted special permits to allow utilities -namely
RTE and Snam - to test prototypes. The European
Commission is working on new Europe-wide regu-
lations to govern the use of civilian drones, includ-
ing long-distance ones, but has disclosed few
details. A Commission source said the EU executive
expected to put forward the rules by the end of the
year, with a view to adoption in early 2019. 

The new regulations should make it simpler for
companies that need to operate BVLOS drones to
receive clearance, the source said. “The objective is
to speed up the opening of the drone services
market,” the source added. 

Yet without any clear guidance as to how the
new rules will look, or will work in practice, many
companies have adopted a wait-and-see approach.
The situation is mirrored in the United States. As in
Europe, special permits are needed for BVLOS

flights but the aviation regulator, the FAA, is looking
to simplify and speed the process of winning such
waivers, including by automating it.

Xcel Energy in April became the first American
utility to gain approval for BVLOS flights. ULC
Robotics, which provides technology for the ener-
gy sector, said a growing number of U.S. utilities
were looking at the technology. “While only a
handful of beyond visual line of sight flights have
been granted in the utility space, we believe devel-
opments in long-range flight are going to advance
within the next two to three years,” said business
development manager Tom Barracca.

Chain reaction
It is still early days for drones in the utility sec-

tor, which is known for its slow pace of change.
Companies have only started using in-sight drones
over about the past two years. While their short
range limits them to specific tasks, such as inspect-
ing a known problem, utilities say they are more
efficient at that than helicopter surveys. “You are
not only saving time but also money,” said Sven
Bender, key account manager at Innogy, Germany’s
second-largest energy group by market value,
adding that the use of drones in the industry would
pick up further in the coming years.

The company’s Westnetz grid unit has a handful
of in-sight drones, which can stay in the air for as
long as 30 minutes, to inspect parts of its 182,000
km of power lines in Germany. France’s RTE said it
avoids 1,400 days of interruption of high-voltage
lines each year because it uses drones alongside its
helicopters. Out-of-sight droning is set to be the
next frontier for grid operators with their miles of
pipes and pylons to inspect. Most energy infra-
structure players manage assets scattered over
large areas, located often in hard-to-reach places
like mountains or deserts.

As the industry gradually moves from large
conventional power plants to smaller, more frag-

mented green energy sources, such as wind tur-
bines and solar panels, it also increases the number
of assets and connections that need to be main-
tained. A drone flying along a gas grid can detect
methane leakage, while along a power line it can
do a lidar survey to map the lines, the health of the
cable and the vegetation on either side. “We’ve
identified that it can save as much as $180 for
every mile of data capture when compared with
traditional methods,” said Michael Chasen, CEO of
drone maker PrecisionHawk.

It was a tree too close to high tension power
lines at the Italian-Swiss border that led to Italy’s
most extensive blackout in 2003 triggering a chain

reaction across the grid experts say could have
been averted with drone technology. Thomas
Nicholls, chief marketing officer at French drone
company Delair, said power groups in France and
Italy were most advanced with regard to the tech-
nology. He added that safety played a major role
because inspecting power lines could be a haz-
ardous job for humans. Dor Abuhasira, CEO of
Israel’s Percepto, which supplies drones to utilities
such as Europe’s biggest group Enel, sees the
technology as ultimately providing a kind of pri-
vate satellite service to grid operators. “We are
their Google Maps with a few high-tech bells and
whistles on top.”— Reuters
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Very few Small and Medium Business
(SMB) owners in Kuwait have a fully func-
tioning IT department. But they are still

expected to provide modern and engaging expe-
riences for their customers, using the latest tech-
nology. And the network is where it all begins.

But how many non-IT people know the first
thing about how to set up and secure a network?
It’s time we addressed the demands of the smaller
business, and made network management simple.
Recent studies suggest that 66 percent of small to
medium businesses (SMB) consider the use of the
cloud, applications and mobile devices to be a
strategic priority. 

They recognize that they stand a good chance
of improving their customer experience by mak-
ing such investments. But it’s down to us, the
technology providers, to make that investment as
easy as possible. A truly robust network requires
you to manage filtering for a million websites,
create individual user profiles and set security
protocols for different applications. That’s too
much for many business owners - so they need
management tools and software that does the
hard work for them.

From a retailing perspective, consumers are
constantly using their smartphones in store, cre-
ating the obvious need for network speed, securi-
ty, and availability. From here businesses can not
only be sending push notifications, but analyzing
the data provided by consumer devices, helping
shape in store layout for example. In a larger
business, you will find a network that has a solid
infrastructure, with the ability to keep incorporat-
ing new applications as the business grows. 

Why shouldn’t smaller businesses have the
same features as well? Your wireless solution, as
an SMB, should be able to handle any business
application easily. It has to accommodate a grow-
ing number of mobile users and have built-in
security as a given. And quite simply, it should just

work. This is why straightforward set up and
quick, precise remote monitoring and trou-
bleshooting should be a feature for all new tech-
nology made available to the SMB.

Opportunities for small businesses 
Smaller businesses, by nature, employ fewer

people. But there are still opportunities for these
smaller teams to reap the same benefits from
technology. With a network that is securely and
simply managed, SMBs can benefit from:

Ease of management 
Customers now expect to use apps to get a

simpler and quicker technology experience, so
why should managing the network be different?
Through using automated management software,
the business owner will now be able to easily set
network controls through a mobile app, and even
sign in using social media profiles. 

Super-fast, reliable Wi-Fi 
To keep employees connected and produc-

tive, have critical applications running at top
speed, creating mobile experiences that cus-
tomers can rely on super-fast and reliable Wi-Fi
is necessary. Like an automated and intelligent
network that can act as an instant security barrier
by detecting and isolating, any device that dis-
plays a potential risk.

Future of SMBs
With the technology back-end taken care of,

businesses are left free to innovate. With the rapid
shift to create new customer experiences, for
example using location-based services via mobile
apps, it’s important that tech admin does not get in
the way. Your network must work at the pace of
your ideas. To enable this, the support you receive
from a technology provider is as important as the
solution. For example, any business owner that
doesn’t want to manage their own cloud can have
a partner do this as a managed service.

From a reseller point of view, there is
increased opportunity to work closer with the
small business market and offer a high-value
solution, while at the same time improving their
own offerings. And for the time-strapped, cost-
conscious businesses who are looking for wire-
less solutions they can count on, it’s important to
have access to technology providers that can
deliver. Just because you’re small, doesn’t mean
you shouldn’t have a network than can deliver
everything your customers need.
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Power to drones: Utilities 
place bets on robots
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GERMANY: Workers operate a drone to survey high-voltage power lines of electric com-
pany Westnetz near Wilnsdorf, Germany. — Reuters

Flying robots, next big thing for power companies

Wireless networks: Big 
benefits for small business

Rolls-Royce plans
for take-off in 
flying taxi market 
FARNBOROUGH, England: British jet engine
maker Rolls-Royce has designed a propulsion
system for a flying taxi and is starting a search
for partners to help develop a project it hopes
could take to the skies as soon as early next
decade. Rolls-Royce said on Sunday it had
drawn up plans for an electric vertical take-off
and landing (EVTOL) vehicle, or flying taxi,
which could carry four to five people at speeds
of up to 250 miles per hour for approximately
500 miles.

The company, which makes engines for
planes, helicopters and ships, joins a variety of
companies racing to develop flying taxis, which
could revolutionize the way people travel. Long
the stuff of science fiction and futuristic cartoons
such as “The Jetsons”, aviation and technology
leaders are working to make electric-powered
flying taxis a reality, including Airbus, U.S. ride-
sharing firm Uber and a range of start-ups
including one backed by Google co-founder
Larry Page, called Kitty Hawk.

Rolls-Royce’s design will be showcased in

digital form at the Farnborough Airshow, which
started. The company is looking for an air-
framer and a partner to provide aspects of the
electrical system to help commercialize the
project. Rolls-Royce said in a statement it was
well-placed to play a leading role in the “per-
sonal air mobility” market.

“The initial concept vehicle uses gas turbine

technology to generate electricity to power six
electric propulsors specially designed to have a
low noise profile,” the company said, adding the
design used its existing M250 gas turbine. Rolls’s
design would not require re-charging because
the battery is charged by the gas turbine, it said,
adding it could use existing infrastructure such as
heliports and airports. — Reuters

DERBY: Britain’s Prince William, visits the Rolls Royce XWB engine assembly line
with Simon Middlebrough, Director of Assembly and Aerospace Testing during a
visit to the Rolls Royce factory in Derby. — Reuters

Silicon Valley
eyes Africa as new
tech frontier
LAGOS: With its colorful hammocks and table
tennis table, a new tech hub in the Lagos metrop-
olis wouldn’t look out of place among the start-
ups on the other side of the world in Silicon
Valley. But the NG_Hub office is in the suburb of
Yaba-the heart of Nigeria’s burgeoning tech
scene that is attracting interest from global giants
keen to tap into an emerging market of young,
connected Africans. In May, both Google and
Facebook launched initiatives nearby.

This week, Nigeria’s Vice-President Yemi
Osinbajo was in California to court US tech
investors for what he said could herald a “fourth
industrial revolution” back home. But it isn’t just
Nigeria that is piquing the interest of tech giants.
Last month, Google said it would open Africa’s first
artificial intelligence lab in Ghana’s capital, Accra.
Demographics are a key factor behind the drive:
Africa’s population is estimated to be 1.2 billion, 60
percent of them under 24. By 2050, the UN esti-
mates the population will double to 2.4 billion.

“There’s a clear opportunity for companies
like Facebook and Google to really go in and put
a pole in the sand,” said Daniel Ives, a technolo-
gy researcher at GBH Insights in New York. “If

you look at Netflix, Amazon, Facebook, Apple,
where is a lot of that growth coming from? It’s
international,” he said. Facebook is operating
from the NG_Hub as it doesn’t yet have a per-
manent office in Nigeria. The company’s Africa
head of public policy, Ebele Okobi, said at the
opening of the premises that the goal was to cul-
tivate the nascent technology community.

The social network has pledged to train
50,000 people across the country to “give them
the digital skills they need to succeed”, she
added. In exchange, Facebook, which currently
has some 26 million users in Nigeria, gets more
users and access to a massive market to test new
products and strategies. “We are invested in the
ecosystem. Just the fact that they are engaging...
that in of itself is a goal,” she added.

Cyber colonialism?
Many African governments have given the

tech titans an enthusiastic welcome. In California,
Osinbajo said the Nigerian government will
“actively support” Google’s “Next Billion Users”
plan to “ensure greater digital access in Nigeria
and around the world”. Few sectors in Africa
inspire as much hope as technology, which has
the potential to revolutionize everything from
healthcare to farming. 

Examples include Ubenwa, a Nigerian start-
up that has been described as “Shazam for
babies”, after the application that identifies
music and films from snippets. 

Ubenwa analyses a baby’s cry using AI to
diagnose birth asphyxia, a major cause of death

in Africa when babies don’t get enough oxygen
and nutrients before, during or immediately after
birth. Detecting the problem early could save
thousands of lives. “Africans should be responsi-
ble to come up with the solutions,” said
Tewodros Abebe, a doctoral student studying
language technology at Addis Ababa University
in Ethiopia.

“Unless we are involved, no one can under-
stand the existing problems in our continent.”
Abebe dismissed fears that what Facebook and
Google are doing represents a form of so-called
cyber colonialism. “Working collaboratively I
think is a good way of technology transfer for
Africa,” he said. “If they are only looking for
business, that’s colonization.”

As Africa’s technology sector grows, fuelled
by growth in mobile phone use, so too does
pressure on governments to protect its citizens’
personal data. 

Osinbajo told tech leaders Nigeria was keen
to create the right environment for development,
including for regulation. But the debate over pri-
vacy is muted in many African countries, unlike
in Europe, which recently passed tougher new
data protection laws.

Facebook has also been at the centre of a
storm for failing to protect user data in connec-
tion with claims of manipulation in the 2016 US
presidential election and the Brexit referendum.
Global Justice Now, an anti-poverty group, fears
tech companies are being given free rein to cre-
ate a global surveillance state. — AFP

FARNBOROUGH, England: Britain wants to
build its first spaceport for launching satellites
in Scotland, with the government kick-starting
the project by handing almost 30 mill ion
pounds ($40 million) in grants to companies
including Lockheed Martin. UK Business
Minister Greg Clark said the new site at
Sutherland on the northerly-most tip of main-
land Scotland would provide facilities for verti-
cally-launched space rockets and satellites to
take off into orbit.

Under the plans announced yesterday, US
group Lockheed and its partners will receive
23.5 million pounds in grants from the UK
Space Agency which will go toward establishing
launch operations at Sutherland and developing
a new system for deploying small satellites in

Reading, southern England. London-based
Orbex has received 5.5 million pounds to build
a new rocket launch from the site at Sutherland,
which will help develop its orbital launch vehicle
to deliver the small satellites into orbit.

The government said the investments were
the first steps to developing a national space
program. “We want Britain to be the first place
in mainland Europe to launch satellites as part
of our Industrial Strategy,” Clark said in a
statement. Britain is keen to boost its space
sector at a time when it faces a challenge
because of the country’s departure from the
European Union next year. This has meant
some UK-based companies have been exclud-
ed from future work on the EU’s 10 billion euro
Galileo satellite program. — Reuters

Britain backs Scottish spaceport
plan with $40 million in grants

Global regulators 
start monitoring 
crypto assets
LONDON: Global regulators have published a
framework for “vigilantly” monitoring risks from
crypto assets like bitcoin and ether, even though
they don’t pose a major risk to financial stability
for now. Wild swings in crypto asset prices have
prompted central bankers to warn investors they
could lose every penny. It is unclear at times
which financial rules, if any, apply to the sector
or if there is legal authority to regulate it.

Start ups have begun issuing new digital cur-
rencies via initial coin offerings (ICOs), raising
concern among regulators over investor protec-
tion. The aim of the new framework is to spot any
financial stability risks early enough to take
action. The Financial Stability Board (FSB), which
coordinates financial regulation for the Group of
20 Economies (G20), said the framework focuses
on how risks from crypto asset markets could
spread to other parts of the financial system.

“Monitoring the size and growth of crypto-
asset markets is critical to understanding the
potential size of wealth effects, should valuations
fall,” the FSB said in a statement yesterday.

“The use of leverage, and financial institution
exposures to crypto-asset markets are impor-
tant metrics of transmission of crypto-asset risks

to the broader financial system.” The aim of the
new framework is to spot any financial stability
risks early enough to take action.

But the FSB cautioned that data is still
patchy at times in a rapidly developing market
that can be fragmented and opaque. It would
assess whether the framework will need extra
data at a later stage.

Moves to formally monitor the sector forms
part of a compromise in March between G20
members like France, who wanted more radical
action, and other countries who preferred tread-
ing lightly for now. The FSB framework also
includes trading volumes, pricing, clearing and
margining for derivatives linked to crypto assets,
such as the bitcoin futures launched by CME
Group last December.


